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Beer, Beethoven, and Banter Join In Creation Of New Wellesley Idol

Wellesley lived again for a few hours this week during the Beach boys crystal series. Poor earnest men were his slaves, sacrificing their own personality in the service of their hero. But after two bright visions, a most vivid spirit and a natural sense of humor were carefully turned away, poor Beethovenians deluding themselves to think they had gone through the fires of the second coming of Christ. A London, London, were cast on their shackles of slavery and became conscious personalities in their own right.

When we met them in an atmosphere of cracking fires, flickering flames of piano, toy automobiles and Wellesley's most beautiful sheepskin, Beethoven had entirely disappeared. It was self-sacrificing. Our four current fitters bent everlastingly over their instruments. We found Mr. John Winchell—small and slightly blond, with a keen for apt remarks and a droll way of turning his eyes and smiling out of the corner of his eye. We found Mr. William Phipps—rather grim as his name suggests, rather too shy, as he was given to blushing, but not at all a wuss, but the culmination of the two might seem to supply. We wished that we were able to understand. It was not given enough in the days of yesterday. We preferred to talk about their talk. We could not have found in Beethovenians—would have driven us to guess at a minute in which we had seen a—whispered confidential in our ears and evidently quite surprised. He looked rather16
comic and acted like Earl Howard—with a booming smile of self-sacrificing and the right things to say.
"HEARD" THE WINE IN LUCIEN LEONCINO NEW LIPSTICK

Now that Lucien Leoncino's smooth lipsticks have the added zest of wine-flavoring all ordinary lipsticks are dispensed with. You now know how dull that is!

There's a Lipstick Bar at a good shop nearby where one can spend a dollar in the best advantage. Order Pastis or Cournoty or any of your favorites in Lipstick form. Wear it while it is still exciting news!

THE WELLESLEY FLOWER SHOP
MRS. EDITH EILEEN JOHNSON
247 Washington St.
Off. Post Office, and Natural Bank Phone WEL. 2305-W

WEEK-END SPECIALS
No. 1. ROSES, M. H. FARMER'S. 25 Cents
No. 2 IMPORTED LILY OF THE VALLEY in our She-Bloom Valley Pake.
No. 3. A GERMAN CAMEL BUD VASE WITH A TALENTFUL 50c

Wedding Bouquets a Specialty

THE WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS

The Peregirning Press

College proposes new science group

(Continued from Page 1, Col. 1)

fourth floor which will be home and studio to the Psychology Department.

Emma F. Taylor, chairman of the Psychology faculty, comments, if you please, to the blessing of the students. As proof of this statement, the new faculty offices in this university's educational incident which took place in a Boston restaurant. Two Wellesley girls were in the process of ordering a meal. One, with that rare quality of decision, quickly made her choice and gave the waiter her order. The other, alas, was not so quick, and mulled things over for some time before she finally conceded to something which would appeal to her. The full time limit fixed in the establishment, during which time the waiters stood uneasy, shifting his weight. The decisiveness of the one instantaneously became her choice, and reigned in the usual fashion. "Hi, Mrs. Shur-Bloom," said the one in the making process that Boston is in charge to meet each street corner with a song of life, he will not beat an hour.

Perry lent the pleasure of dining at Tower the other evening. An unusual event happened at the beginning of the meal. While everyone talked quietly about the war going on to be said, there was a long, interspersed silence. Finally the harshest voice of the head of the house was heard. "Girls, I've forgotten the grapes. Now wait a minute, I'll think of it. Just a second, I've almost got it. Ah, at last, now I remember." And in a triumphant tone she said aloud, after which the great progression the idea she ever.

Perry overhead it because it is in his business to overhear things which overheard. He was in dinner in one of our cooperative houses. And strange to say, he was very much interested. Wately she plowed home after a superlative class, wately the burned the covers down, nearly she laughed into bed—nor before getting her meal, the pulse of the heart was the most sure to go down on table. Girls sleep ease making, fluster dreams come and tend to continue to sing if tempest can be calming. Finally her course broke with a start. Hearless, did she step through the door again? Yes, it was minutes earlier. In great haste she dressed, ran a room through her curly locks, and, without even stopping to brush her teeth, rushed wildly into the dining room. But and a couple of bits, after all your wasn't a soul around. And here it was 90 minutes before dinner time. Befuddled she wandered about and then got out of the window where they fingered delightful dancing up the balcony song. It was almost six o'clock in the morning

The Wellesley campus is famed for its beauty. Especially in the spring it is admired and guarded upon strangers. The sun was rising low gloriously above the hills across the lake. Bird carols, the lake and the students upon Miss Fondas's Maple ridge will be a joy to the beauty of the early morning. Suddenly a man's form emerged from beneath the bridge. "Oh, wait. If I heard you, lady," he apologized.

"It's never too late, I thought it might come out and kill a few water-rats."

Perry the Pressman

Lecturer assures pacific attitude

(Continued from Page 3, Col. 5)

of that War is unforgerable. At that time, leaders were forced to find the authors of pacifying the people. Today, "soldier" is synonymous with "defender of the fatherland." That generation, toward Mine. Cassamian is almost last for the issue of pacifism."

The average man feels that pacifism can be best assured by the League of Nations. Mine. Cassamian explained that the idea instantly the idea of the World League in America, and left she would like to try to organize a similar group in France.

In spite of the difficulties, there are a number of flourishing peace movements France. There is a school for peacemakers which, when she left home, seven months ago, was successful. A course of studies is given and drawn arranged for the students. Another valuable movement is the association for the adoption of German old-children by Frenchwomen. Mine. Cassamian adopted a little German and corresponds with her fatherland in English. The membership of the International League for Peace and Freedom is not large, but the members do act. Two were a formed of a French woman and a German woman who traveled the country giving lectures. A petition circulated in France asking men to sign an act of (now) this hundred before he was stopped by the government.

Many, Cassamian named numerous other organizations with peace as their goal and concluded by calling forth the hope that Peace might be led to an much further among general peace loving of the world could express motions to be used against an aggressor.

Best's • Brookline

LEWIS P. TWEED IN A CASUAL TAILOR

Happy is news! The soft casual tailoring that the English have long been famous for in our own exquisite pastel tweeds. A flattering, easy appearance is found in place of the severe lines usually associated with the tailor. But no wit of trimness is sacrificed. The unlined jacket has the English "pinchel" finish throughout. It's a suit to wear now under your coat, and the whole warm season through in both town and country. Sorry, no mail or phone orders.

Best's & Co.

Beacon and Washington Streets, Brookline

Appleton 3337

Easy Parking
**REPORTS**
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FOUR CLASSES VIE FOR HONORS IN GYM  
(Continued from Page 2, Col. 1)

The contribution to A.A. other than by team work, and outstanding proficiency and versatility went to Elizabeth Ludlam, '34. A list of the individual honors and teams follows.

### Honors in Gym

#### W's in Tap Gym
- Helen Bowlby, '34
- Jean Sacks, '34
- Dorothy Drinkwater, '35

#### W's in Advanced Gym
- Betty Ludlum, '34
- Ruth Wingate, '34

#### Semi-Bad of Advanced Gym
- Loretta Carleton, '35

#### Sophomores: Advanced Tap Team
- Joy Bernstein
- Madeleine Dunne
- Emily Eckhouse

#### Juniors: Advanced Tap Team
- Elizabeth Glidden
- Nancy Mellor
- Dorothy Drinkwater
- Dorothy Harris
- Margaret Mellor
- Lena Ready

#### Seniors: Advanced Tap Team
- Helen Bowlby
- Betty Ludlum
- Jean Sacks
- Jeanne Spenser, '34
- Dorothy Morris, '34

#### Honorary Dancing Teams

- 1934: Olga Prenkel, Elizabeth Neill
- 1935: Sarita Hopkins, Jean Arrowsmith

#### Interpretative Dancing Winners of W's
- Jean Farleigh, '34
- Jeanne Spenser, '34
- Dorothy Morris, '34

---

**LUCKIES are All-Ways kind to your throat**

- so round, so firm, so fully packed
- no loose ends

We like to tell about the finer tobaccos in Luckies—the choicest Turkish and domestic, and only the mild, clean center leaves—they taste better—then “It’s toasted”—for throat protection. But we’re just as proud of the way Luckies are made. They’re so round and firm, so free from loose ends. That’s why Luckies always “keep in condition”—do not dry out. Luckies are always—in all-ways—kind to your throat.

**“It’s toasted”**

✓ Luckies are all-ways kind to your throat

**Only the Center Leaves—these are the Mildest Leaves**

They taste better

**NOT** the bottom leaves—they’re inferior in quality—coarse and sandy.

*Copyright 1934, The American Tobacco Company.*
SOUTHERN MIDWESTERN HEALTH ASSOCIATION

This association maintains a summer camp for under-weight children. The children stay for the entire season of eight weeks. The graudation will be given to students who are twenty years of age or more and who have had previous experience as campers or counselors. The salary for the season is $250.00.

CAMP ANCHORAGE

Camp Anchorage is maintained by the Jewish Board of Guardian, New York City. The camp is situated at Central Valley, New York, in the Jersey Forest Park. Applicants will be considered from any college graduate, twenty-one years of age or over. Preference will be given to those who have had experience in camps. The salary ranges from $125.00 to $150.00 for the season. All counselors are expected to have their Life Saving Certificates. Application blanks may be obtained at the Personnel Bureau.

FIELD TRIP POSTPONED

The field trip to the Division of Guidance and Research of the Newton Public Schools has been postponed from Monday, April 19, to Tuesday, April 27.

Students who are interested in positions of permanent work in the field of education, including educational and vocational guidance, are urged to make this visit.

The group will leave Wednesday at 1:30 P. M., returning shortly after four o'clock.

An intra-school organization for the discussion of educational problems and opportunities.

**IM:** Boston, Mass.
**AMERICA'S SMOKELESS TOBACCO**

COOPERATIVE SCHOOL LOAN FUND

The Cooperative School for Student Teachers announces a plan for a revolving loan fund to be available to $25.00.

This fund makes it possible for a student to be allowed to pay what she can toward the full tuition during the first year, and to pay the rest during the next few years. The money loaned will bear no interest.

The amount available for tuition will be $25.00.

In choosing a hat... or a cigarette... Let your taste decide!
to store
70 million dollars
worth of tobacco
— 4½ miles of warehouses

Everything that Science
knows about is used in making Chesterfields.

One thing we do is to buy
mild, ripe tobaccos and then
lock them up in storage areas
in our climate-controlled warehouses
to age and mellow like rare wines.
It takes about 3 years to age
the tobacco for your Chesterfield,
for time does something
to tobacco that neither man nor
machine can do.
It means something to keep
70 million dollars worth of
tobacco in storage.
It means just this:
We do everything possible
to make Chesterfield the
cigarette that’s Milder;
the cigarette that TASTES BETTER.

— what it means

© 1934, LEICHER & JENNA Tobacco Co.